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1. 

1.1 

~~ ~ 

PURPOSE OF REPORT 

To advise Committee of the Draft Child Strategy Statement and to ask Committee to approve 
North Lanarkshire’s response to this statement (See Appendix 1). 

2. 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

e 
3. 

3.1 

3.2 

BACKGROUND 

The “Statement” was produced following the appontment of Mr. Sam Galbraith, MP as 
Minister for Children’s Issues. The intention is to ensure that all Scottish Office Departments 
identify and take proper account of the interests of children when developing policy. 

The basis of the “Statement” lies in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
Article 12 of that Convention promotes the views of children being taken into account, and 
the Minister for Children’s Issues wishes to ensure that Scottish Office Departments fully 
consider the impact their policies will have on children’s lives as an integral part of the 
development process. 

The Child Strategy Statement is intended for application primarily in the Scottish Office but 
it is indicated that local authorities and voluntary organisations dealing with children’s 

issues may also find it of value in their work. 

CONTENT OF STATEMENT 

It is considered that as children form one fifth of Scotland’s population and are not usually in 
a position to have influence on matters which affect them then Scottish Office departments 
need to ensure they consider the impact of their policies on children, hence the need for a 
formal Statement. 

In terms of legislation the United Kingdom government is obliged to report regularly to the 
United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child and progress towards the 
implementation of the United Nations Convention. 

The Minister for Children also has a watching brief to measure the extent to which local 
arrangements are fully corporate in character. 
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3.3 The United Nations Convention defines a child as a person under the age of eighteen years 
with the Convention providing a set of minimum standards relating to children’s civil, 
political, economic, social and cultural rights. 

In the Statement these minimum standards are grouped into the three categories of provision, 
protection and participation. 

3.4 The obligation to give children the right to express their views freely is emphasised. 

3.5 The need for a mechanism to implement the strategy is identified including consultation with 
children, identification of information and informing the Minister for Children’s Issues Unit 
of important matters for inclusion in the annual report to Ministers. 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Committee is asked to: 

(1) Note the contents of this report. 

(2) Approve North Lanarkshire’s response to the statement. 

(3) Instruct the Director of Social Work to 
for further consideration. 

present the final statement to Committee 

Jim Dickie 
Director of Social Work 
20th April, 1998. 

For firrther information contact Sandra Paterson, Principal Oficer (Child Care)(Telephone 01698 332032) 

ChildCare/Gen/CmtRepDCSS 
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APPENDIX 1 

North Lanarkshire's ResDonse to Draft Child Strategv Statement 

The Draft Child Strategy Statement is welcomed. It is essential that all Scottish 
Departments assess the impact of their policies on children. It is of the utmost 
importance that different Department's policies are properly co-ordinated. 

The implications of the implementation of the Children (Scotland) Act, 1995 in relation to 
existing legislation and policy governing children has still not been fully assessed. It 
would be useful to consider this now in relation to community care, education and health 
to ensure that the standards of the United Nations Convention are being implemented 
uniformly as outlined in the Draft Child Strategy Statement. 

It would also be essential to clarify where existing legislation or policy appeared to 
contradict or be in conflict with the Children (Scotland) Act legislation and policy 
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